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Relations between Chinese television
and the capital market: three case studies

Yong Zhong
UNIVERSITY OF NEW SOUTH WALES, SYDNEY

Prelude

I have recently conducted an investigation into the ownership and administration
structure of Chinese television in the wake of waves of market capitalization.
The investigation has concluded and I am happy to share its findings through
this article. Yet I am not completely confident in the reliability of the findings
because of the difficulty in obtaining reliable data. When I interviewed staff
at Chinese broadcasters, including very senior managers, no matter how
sincere or how helpful they looked or tried to look, they were unable to
provide detailed up-to-date information. When I looked up webpages of annual
reports, I often received responses reading apologetically that ‘we regret that
the information requested is currently not available’. It was very hard to find
out, for example, the remunerations of the managerial staff, the budget allocated
to a channel/show or the dividends/taxes paid by a broadcaster to different
governments or government departments. Even seasoned financial analysts
share my misgivings. I quote from the editorial of Investor Journal of
29 December 2008: 2):1

With regard to those central state enterprises whose assets are only partially listed or
local state enterprises whose core assets are not listed, there is very limited information
on the basis of which we can form a minimal picture of their operations. They do not
submit annual reports, do not reveal share registries and do not provide basic
information about their many subsidiaries and sub-subsidiaries. When we try to under-
stand their operations, we often sink into puzzles and mazes and then into despair.

I quoted the above as a second opinion showing the difficulties I had to grapple
with during my investigation. The case studies of broadcasters examined in
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this article are typical of the ‘central state enterprises whose assets are only
partially listed or local state enterprises whose core assets are not listed’. On
the other hand, the quotation also shows the valuable contributions the findings
of this article, however imperfect they may be, make in terms of enhancing
knowledge about Chinese television. To the best of my knowledge, many of the
data and statistics presented in this article have not appeared in international
academic writings.

Introduction: rapid expansion of Chinese television
driven by commercialization

Chinese television has expanded rapidly in the last 20 years or so, fuelled by
commercial investment and operation. China Central Television (CCTV), the
national network, provides an exemplary indication of the expansion and will
be discussed as a case study in this article. By 2005,2 the national official
network boasted 17 channels (including 12 digital pay-TV channels), a
library of 400,000 hours of original content, a total airtime of 631 hours a day
and 230,248 hours a year in Chinese. It broadcasts in English, Spanish, French
and a number of Chinese dialects, beams signals to 120 countries, covers over
1.3 billion Chinese viewers and has 43.5 million overseas subscribers. The
commercial capacities of the network are also impressive, with the value of
total fixed assets3 exceeding ¥25 billion, primetime advertisement revenue
amounting to ¥5.869 billion and total advertisement revenue exceeding ¥12.4
billion annually.4

There are also numerous regional, provincial or municipal television
broadcasters with sizable coverage, influence and commercial power, and
numerous minnows all over the country. Among them is Hunan Satellite
Television (HSTV), an inland surprise success story which will be revisited
in detail in this article as a very different case study. By 2006, this regional
broadcaster had a number of landmark achievements to its name, including:
acquiring an effective coverage of over 60 percent of the national population,
entering pay-TV markets in the USA, Japan, Australia, etc. and achieving
annual advertisement revenues of over ¥1.2 billion. It successfully produced a
repertoire of new and alternative shows, one of which (Super Girls) achieved
revenues of over ¥300 million in 2006.5

The expansion of Chinese television looks even more impressive when
compared diachronically to the past and synchronically to the international
scene. In the early 1990s, CCTV had few other assets than the six or seven
channels with limited hours of content and the regional networks were merely
relay stations for the former (Lull, 1991). HTV (predecessor of HSTV) had
negative assets, with liabilities of over ¥1 billion. The total revenue of the Chinese
television industry was no more than 5 percent of a typical multinational
broadcaster like NBC (Huang, 2006). Today, especially when their asset values
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are converted into international hard currencies, they may continue to appear
small in comparison to their multinational counterparts. For example, NBC
made total revenues of US $15 billion in 2005 (see Mermigas, 2005). But in
purchasing power parity terms, CCTV and HSTV andmany other major Chinese
networks are more comparable to the heavyweights than ever before.
The commercially fuelled expansion of Chinese television has raised many

interesting questions. For example, what changes has it brought to Chinese
television? Has it reshaped the relationship of the mass medium to the Party
and to the viewers? Has it reshaped the relationship between the national and
regional broadcasters and between regional broadcasters? Who is its boss now,
the Party State or commercial investors? Has it reshaped content and style on
the screen? Has it caused any friction with the Party control of the outlet? Has
it created genuine commercial broadcasters?
Academics have answered some of these questions, especially those

regarding the impact of commercialization on content. Connolly et al. (2002),
Keane et al. (2006) and Shoesmith (1998) identified a shift from political content
to pure entertainment-based content in Chinese television. Jakes (2005) and
Zhong and Wang (2006) found that commercially driven content weakened
political propaganda on Chinese television. On the other hand, Postman’s (1985)
observation about television’s inherent entertainment function displacing public
attention to and discussion of important issues is found to be applicable to the
Chinese situation in studies by Connolly et al. (2002), Shoesmith (1998) and
Weber (2002). There are even instances where commercial interests were found
to actively align their own interests to those of the government for the purpose
of official profiteering (Zhong, 1998) and commercialization actually worked to
enhance propaganda (Zhong, 2001).
But other questions remain unanswered, including those regarding the

ownership structure of Chinese television. Furthermore, looking forward, people
may be tempted to speculate on the future of commercialization in relation
to Chinese television. How far will it be allowed to go? Will it become a
truly controlling and dominant force? Will it open up the mass medium to
international acquisition and consolidation?

Scope and method of analyses conducted to generate the case studies

To try to answer the unanswered questions, I have undertaken an analysis of the
available financial information of several major broadcasters, i.e. those with
national reach and influence. This article discusses only three of them: CCTV,
Oriental Satellite Television (OSTV) and Hunan Satellite Television (HSTV).
OSTV is included because, according to my analysis, it has a similar structure and
relation to the capital market as many other regional broadcasters (e.g. Guangdong
Satellite Television, Zhejiang Satellite Television, Anhui Satellite Television),
which are not included in this article. CCTV and HSTV are included because they
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are found to be atypical, the former being the one and only national network under
the direct administration of the State, and the latter a singular exceptional baby of
reform. For the sake of clarity, I will present the analytical findings regarding the
three broadcasters in separate and dedicated sections.
As will be discussed shortly, my investigation has found that many

Chinese broadcasters are more commercialized than ever before as they have
access to the capital market now, even though this alone does not make them
‘private’ or ‘publicly owned’ companies. CCTV, OSTV and HSTV are linked
to either the Shanghai Stock Exchange or Shenzhen Stock Exchange through
listed companies, China Television Media Ltd (CTM), Shanghai Oriental Pearl
(Group) Co. Ltd and Hunan Television and Broadcast Intermediary Co. Ltd,
respectively. Other listed companies that I have looked into include Shanxi
Broadcast and TV Network Intermediary Co. Ltd and Shenzhen Topway Video
Communication Co. Ltd, which are linked to other broadcasters.
To appreciate how the broadcasters are related to the listed companies, I

interviewed staff at CCTV, OSTV and HSTV. I also sought advice from senior
financial analysts at Guotai Jun’an Securities Ltd and Guangzhou Securities
Ltd. I cross-checked company research webpages of China Galaxy Securities
Co. Ltd, Yahoo Finance and Sina Finance, from which the company information
and financial data cited in the case studies below of the listed companies
(i.e. CTM, SOP and HTBI) are all sourced, unless otherwise noted.6

The commercialization of Chinese television broadcasters is also evident
in a more commonsensical way. They all invest in and chase profits from
content production and trading, even though commercial considerations are
sometimes overshadowed or displaced by political considerations in the
process. They are keen to appeal to audiences which they then sell to
advertisers to raise additional funds, and to maximize profits even though they
face ever-increasing difficulty holding on to the hearts and minds of the
viewers who have access to alternative signals or alternative means of
information and entertainment. However, as content production, advertising
and audience relationship are among the better-known aspects of Chinese
television, they will not be looked at in this article.
I will concentrate solely on the commercial aspect of the financing of

Chinese television in this article. I have said earlier that all Chinese television
broadcasters source finance from the public, even though this does not make
them public companies. I will show shortly how they differ in the ways that
they access the capital market, and consequently how they interact differently
with the listed companies. But first I will substantiate the claim regarding
commercial financing with a list of listed companies belonging or related to
CCTV, OSTV and HSTV. In the separate case studies I will then show
how the three broadcasters represent three typical scenarios of capitalization
and financing. I will also discuss how the different exposures to the capital
market have impacted on the way the different networks have operated
until now and are likely to operate in the future.
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CCTV and China Television Media Ltd

What is CCTV? It is widely recognized as the first-tier broadcaster in terms
of size, background, reach and resources, and presents a case study at one
extreme of the commercial spectrum. The national network is known always
to have been the primary mouthpiece of the Party State, ranking equally with
the State Administration of Radio, Film and Television. The head of the
CCTV has historically assumed the position of deputy director of the State
Administration. But it is not only a political machine, it is also a huge business,
both of which operate in parallel and which are as yet not always clearly
demarcated. The political structure manages mainly human resources,
hardware, policies and content production, as well as monitoring the regional
broadcasters which it would like to see as its satellites. The commercial
structure manages mainly (commercial) content production and trading of media.
How does CCTV manage its massive range of commercial businesses and

activities? This is done through its wholly owned commercial entity, known
as China International Television Corporation (CITC). CITC appears to have
a complete range of subsidiaries and regular businesses, including notably a
theme park in Jiangsu Province known as Wuxi Movie TV Production Base,
a commercial content production company known as Zhongdian Hightech TV
Development, a media selling company known as Beijing Future Advertiser
and a commercial transport company known as Beijing Screen Fleet. Very
importantly, it also co-owns a listed company known as China Television
Media Ltd (CTM). Figure 1 provides a graphic representation of the structure
of CCTV, incorporating CITC together with its major subsidiaries including
CTM. An arrow in the graphics indicates a relation of control.

Zhong, Relations between Chinese television and the capital market 653

TABLE 1
The three listed companies in relation to CCTV, OSTV and HSTV

Shanghai Hunan TV and
China Oriental Broadcast
Television Pearl (Group) Intermediary

Listed company Media Ltd Co. Ltd Co. Ltd

Related broadcaster CCTV OSTV HSTV
Exchange Shanghai Shanghai Shenzhen
Market capitalization
(17 December 2008) ¥2,166 million ¥23,356 million ¥5,852 million
Total assets (2007) ¥1,721 million ¥10,735 million ¥7,266 million
Revenue (2007) ¥796 million ¥1,440 million ¥2,463 million
Net profit (2007) ¥46.6 million ¥338.9 million ¥74.2 million
Current price
(17 December 2008) ¥9.15 ¥7.33 ¥14.40
Date of IPO 16 June 1997 24 February 1994 25 March 1999
IPO unit price ¥7.95 ¥5.10 ¥9.18
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Are they the only subsidiaries belonging to CCTV? No, there are many others,
in fact, too many to name in this short article. Together, these subsidiaries have
the capacity to fulfil all the business needs of CCTV even though the national
network sometimes makes use of external resources and cooperates with
selected external networks and broadcasters. Of the subsidiaries named in
Figure 1, Wuxi Production Base provides exterior locations for content
production and, as a theme park open to the public, generates revenue from
hospitality and tourism. Zhongdian Hightech engages in content production,
technical services, personnel training and equipment/studio leasing. Future
Advertiser specializes in buying/selling media, liaising with advertisers and
organizing promotional activities on behalf of CCTV. Screen Fleet provides
transport services required by CCTV staff, artists and guests. CTM engages in
media buying and selling and provides a vehicle to bridge the national network to
the capital market and to raise capital (see discussion of the company below). In
short, these subsidiaries show that, in addition to being a political apparatus of
the Party State, CCTV is also a government business – a comprehensive, self-
contained and highly profitable one. In Chinese, it is known as a 央企,
pronounced yangqi, meaning literally Central Enterprise.
How does CTM fit into the CCTV structure and how does its presence

impact on the network? As is shown in Figure 1, it is a commercial arm located
at the bottom of the CCTV hierarchy. Furthermore it is under the control of
the national broadcaster as it is majority owned by a CCTV/CITC subsidiary
(Wuxi Movie TV Production Base, 54.37%). The fact that CITC and three of
its other subsidiaries (each owning 0.84%) also sit on the share registry as
major shareholders further consolidates that control. The other five major
shareholders have 8.78 percent of the stock and all the other shareholders,
including dad and mum investors, have 34.09 percent. A graphic breakdown
of the shareholding is shown in Figure 2.
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Organizational chart of the commercial structure of CCTV
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Is the control of CTM by CCTV lateral? In other words, does CTM have any
capacity to sway its major shareholder? It has raised capital for CCTV and
can provide further access to more capital should the broadcaster decide to do
so by injecting more businesses into the listed company. It provides an
indication of the market value of the other enormous assets still shielded
inside CCTV. But that is about all the influence it has on the national network
and there is little evidence of anything else. As can be seen in Figure 1, CTM
is remote from CCTV, buffered off by CITC and then by CITC’s subsidiaries.
As a matter of fact, it is also geographically remote as it is located in
Shanghai, a fair distance from Beijing-based CCTV headquarters.
But doesn’t the commercial performance of CTM have any consequences for

CCTV? Yes, it would impact on the revenue of CCTV. Especially good
performance would generate dividends for CCTV and the other shareholders.
Poor performance would be unlikely to cause harm because a company of limited
responsibility normally extends little in the way of liability to the controlling
shareholders should it under-perform or fail. Besides, its core businesses of CTV
were implanted by CCTV after CTM was floated,7 as shown in Table 2. Should
they fail to perform, CCTV can always reallocate them to its own wholly owned
subsidiaries (e.g. Beijing Future Advertiser) or other affiliated entities.
Perhaps most important of all, CTM has nothing to do with the operations of any
of CCTV channels, which are safely shielded within the national broadcaster.
Finally, can anyone imagine what would happen if a foreign operator were

permitted to buy a sizeable part of the stock of CTM? Assuming it could clear
all the legislative and political obstacles, which it could not in present reality, it
would still have to struggle to get the support of the major shareholders. Second,
it would have to curry favour with CCTV in order to hold on to its businesses.
In short, CTM has little chance of affecting the CCTV empire negatively.
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Wuxi Movie/TV Base (54.37%)

CITC (0.84%)

Zhongdian Hightech (0.84%)

Beijing Future Advertiser (0.84%)

Beijing Screen Fleet (0.84%)

China Agricultural Bank-Zhongyou Core Growth Share Fund (3.54%)

China Agricultural Bank-Zhongyou Selective Share Fund (2.83%)

China Foreign Trade Trust (0.66%)

Hongyang Share Fund (0.64%)

Yu Le (0.51%)

Other shareholders (34.09%)

FIGURE 2
Holding by 10 biggest shareholders and other shareholders
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OSTV and Shanghai Oriental Pearl (Group) Co. Ltd

What is Oriental Satellite Television (OSTV) and why have I included it as a
case study? Situated in Shanghai, one of the most cosmopolitan Chinese
cities on the Pacific coast, OSTV is one of the regional broadcasters. It is also
recognized as a leading second-tier broadcaster because it has a decent
content library, a ‘deep pocket’ and national coverage. There are several other
comparable regional broadcasters in the same tier, including Guangdong
Satellite TV, Anhui Satellite Television and Hunan Satellite TV, the last of
which will be discussed in the next case study. A main reason for its inclusion
as a case study in this article is that it is related to the government administrator
and the capital market in a similar way to many Chinese regional broadcasters.
Who are the administrators of OSTV? As shown in Figure 3, OSTV is

under the direct administration of Shanghai Media Group (SMG), a multimedia
network. Other subsidiaries of the SMG include two separate radio stations,
a free-to-air television station, a cable television provider and an internet
service provider. SMG is in turn under the administration of Shanghai Media
and Entertainment Group (SMEG). Other subsidiaries operating in parallel to
SMG in the SMEG structure include Shanghai Radio Film TV Ltd, Shanghai
Major Events Office and a print media publisher known as TV Radio Weekly.
Both SMG and SMEG are government businesses which have evolved from
government bureaucracies. Until 2001, SMEG was the Shanghai Municipal
Government Propaganda Department and SMG was a branch of the
department responsible for administering local radio and television. Today, as
government businesses, they engage in a wide range of commercial activities
from which they seek to make profits. But they must always first fulfil
whatever missions are allocated by the central and municipal governments.
They are also staffed by many cadres and professionals who simultaneously
assume official positions at the municipal Propaganda Department or the
other government offices. In short, OSTV is a subsidiary of a government
business.

656 Media, Culture & Society 32(4)

TABLE 2
Revenue weightings of CTM businesses 2007

Core businesses of CTM Revenue 2007 Percentage

Buying and selling CCTV media ¥398 million 50%
Managing CCTV HD channel subscription ¥295 million 37%
Managing Wuxi theme park and ¥102 million 13%
related hospitality activities

Note: Based on Zhongshi Chuanmei Gufen Youxian Gongsi 2007 Nian Niandu Baogao
Xiuding Ban (2007 CTM Revised Annual Report), which is also available on: http://money.
finance.sina.com.cn/corp/view/vCB_AllBulletinDetail.php?stockid=600088&id=325116
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What listed company is OSTV linked to and who controls the company? That
company is Shanghai Oriental Pearl Co. Ltd (SOP), a company listed on the
Shanghai Exchange and majority-held by SMG and the three other
subsidiaries of SMEG. Through its commercial arm, Jingwen Investment
Ltd, Shanghai Municipal Propaganda Department is another of the ten biggest
shareholders. Other investors, including institutions, dads and mums, own
39.28 percent of the shares. In other words, less than 40 percent of the shares
are actually tradable in the share market unless the government interests are
willing to sell out, which is quite inconceivable to me. So a claim can be made
about the listed company being under the control of the government and thus
being also a government business. Figure 4 provides a graphic breakdown of
SOP’s share registry.
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FIGURE 3
OSTV and SOP in the Shanghai Media Group structure
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FIGURE 4
Share registry analysis of Oriental Pearl (Group) Ltd
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How are OSTV and SOP related to each other? On the basis of available
evidence, the broadcaster and the listed company with limited responsibility
are linked as subsidiaries of the same parent. As shown in Figure 3, the two
are indirectly linked, that is, through a common administrator/owner. The
former is wholly owned by SMG and the latter is 10.09 percent owned by
SMG. The two are also ultimately under the control of SMEG. And there
is apparent cross-selling of products, especially media time, between them.
It is also possible that the capital raised from the floating of SOP may have
been partially channelled through SMEG and SMG to OSTV.
But is the link intimate enough to allow SOP to interfere with the operations

of OSTV? The answer is negative if one looks at the core businesses of the
listed company. SOP has four major businesses: hospitality, media buying/selling,
foreign trade and investment. It is interesting (although apparently irrelevant
for the discussion here) to note that SOP is one of the few Chinese media-
related companies that has tried to invest strategically in international media.
It has a 4.5 percent shareholding of the World Movie channel of Australia-
based Foxtel and Austar. From a 2008 performance forecast based on the first
half-year performance8 as shown in Table 3, one can infer the weightings of
businesses in the SOP enterprise. On the basis of the weightings, one may
conclude that hospitality (38%), foreign trade (32%) and investment (19%)
constitute the majority of SOP’s core businesses. Whatever business
interaction there is between the two, including SOP buying and selling media
on behalf of OSTV and other SMEG media outlets (11%), it does not amount
to much in terms of revenue for the listed company. If there is little shared
activity between the two, neither can have much impact on the other. In other
words, if SOP made a loss, or failed or was acquired by a third party, OSTV
would continue to be safe and remain under the control of SMG and SMEG.
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TABLE 3
Weightings of Oriental Pearl businesses on the basis of 2008 revenue forecast

Forecast revenue
Major businesses of SOP 2008 Percentage

Hospitality ¥402 million 38%
• Oriental Pearl TV Tower

(tallest tower in Asia)
• Touring, catering and accommodation
• Entertainment
Advertisement ¥121 million 11%
• Location media and mobile media
• Buying and selling SMG

(including OSTV) media
Foreign trade ¥333 million 32%
• Import and export of petroleum
Financial investment ¥ 200 million 19%
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HSTV and Hunan Television and Broadcast Intermediary Co. Ltd

What is Hunan Satellite Television (HSTV)? What makes HSTV an interesting
case study? The broadcaster is situated in one of the poorest inland provincial
capitals in south-central China where development of both the macro-economy
and individual enterprises has often been subdued in comparison to that in the
coastal areas. In normal circumstances, it would have been very difficult for it to
rise above its position to acquire extraterritorial reach as well as a national
audience/influence. But almost accidentally and miraculously, HSTV has
become a leader of the second-tier broadcasters. On its webpage,9 HSTV cites
official surveys which rank its ‘comprehensive competitiveness’ at fourth place
(after three CCTV channels) and its ratings as No. 1 among provincial
television channels, and which named it ‘the most invest-worthy Chinese media
company’ and ‘one of the top 500 Chinese brands’. It has also set a number of
records. One is the all-time high advertisement rate of ¥112,500 per 15 seconds
achieved by the Super Girls finale in 2005 against the previous record of
¥110,000 per 15 seconds set by CCTV.Another was the expansion of Super Girls
into what was to be known as a ‘creative industry’, incorporating television,
entertainment, publication, hospitality, training, advertisements and human
resources. According to CSSA (2005), this derivative ‘industry’ of HSTV
generated at least ¥8 billion in direct revenues in one year, an amount which was
more than the then total revenue of ¥7 billion generated by the 14 CCTV channels
combined in the same year. Academics, including Keane et al. (2006), Li (2005)
and Zhong (2007), have substantiated this newly found national influence of the
broadcaster. The miraculous rise of HSTV makes an interesting case study in a
country where other broadcasters have evolved along a similar track.
Who owns and administers HSTV? It was in the process of trying to answer

this question that I found HSTV to be a uniquely interesting case study. While all
other broadcasters are owned and administered by government departments
and government businesses, as in the case of CCTV and OSTV, the ownership
and administration of HSTV appears to be much more intricate and far less
straightforward. In the case of HSTV, it is first of all part of Hunan TV and
Broadcast Intermediary Co. Ltd (HTBI) which is listed on the Shenzhen
Exchange. Through its commercial arm, Hunan Radio Television Industry Centre
(HRTIC), the Provincial Radio TV Bureau is a major shareholder of HTBI and
hence co-owns and co-administers HSTV together with the other major
shareholders. Figure 5 shows the structural relation of HSTV, which forms
part of HTBI, as a listed company in relation to its shareholders.
What is the extent of government’s co-ownership and co-administration of

HTBI and HSTV? As shown in Figure 6, HRTIC is the largest shareholder of
HTBI with 21.16 percent of the stock. Yet the other nine major shareholders,
mostly institutional investors including bank investment funds, control a bigger
slice of the stock between them (22.33%) than HRTIC. Furthermore, an absolute
majority of the stock (56.51%) is owned by other institutions and individuals,
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including mum-and-dad investors. A pie chart of the shareholding spread of HTBI
is presented in Figure 6. My investigation has found no other Chinese broadcaster
as genuinely commercialized or publicly owned as HTBI within which HSTV
operates, and I find it hard to imagine there will be any in the foreseeable future.
What does this mean? It means that, theoretically, should they choose to

and be able to align their interests, the other nine major shareholders could
make decisions that contradict the interests and wishes of HRTIC and the
government bureau behind it, or even secure control of the listed company.
Or else, a commercial investor, including a joint venture with a foreign
company,10 may even acquire a majority stock–holding of up to 49 percent of
the listed company and accordingly assume a more decisive administrator’s
position/role in the company. These theoretical possibilities are unlikely to
become realities anytime soon for a number of reasons. First, some of the
other nine major shareholders may themselves by partially owned by central
and local state enterprises. It is more plausible that they would seek common
ground with HRTIC rather than engage in a political or ideological war with
it. Second, the probability of all the nine other major shareholders being able
to align their interests completely is very low, as in a real free and commercial
world. Third, in a socialist country that allows no challenges to the Party’s
hold over the mass media, the seizure of a broadcaster from government
control would ultimately be unthinkable. But, in spite of the impossibility, the
ownership structure of HSTV does mean that government control of the
broadcaster is less than absolute and less than total.
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FIGURE 5
HTBI incorporating HSTV as a listed company and its shareholders
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How does HSTV compare to CCTV and OSTV in terms of relation to the
government administrator and to the capital market? The ownership
structure of HSTV determines that the broadcaster relates to HRTIC much
more indirectly, remotely or loosely than CCTV channels do to CCTV/CITC
or OSTV does to SMG or SMEG. Simultaneously, HSTV also relates to
HTBI more closely than CCTV channels do to CTM, or OSTV does to SOP.
Whereas CCTV and OSTV use many of their own and other advertisement
agents as well as CTM and SOP, HSTV is the core business of HTBI.
Whereas CTM and SOP have access only to limited CCTV and OSTV media
content respectively, HTBI has incorporated thewhole of themedia buying/selling
business of HSTV and exclusively trades in HSTV’smedia content. Furthermore,
HTBI is directly involved in the day-to-day operations of HSTV, including
financing, coordinating, media trading and media selling. Most important of
all, the listed company has directly participated in content production by
HSTV and has been directly instrumental in the success of Super Girl and a
number of television serials in recent years. Table 4 lists the core businesses
of HBTI, including content production and trading. Currently, the revenue
from this content production is not huge compared to that from other
businesses, e.g. media buying and cable television operation. But it is rather
extraordinary in contrast to what happens with CTM and SOP, which have no
involvement in the production and trading of content of CCTV and OSTV. In
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FIGURE 6
Spread of the HTBI (incorporating HSTV) stock between investors
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short, the relationship between HSTV and HTBI appears to be more or less
one of mutual dependence and sustenance.
What has the closer relationship brought to HSTV and HTBI? Among the

many things, it has brought about a proportional development to both of them
over the last ten years in terms of annual profits. Table 5 lists the approximate
annual profits made by HTBI and HSTV from 1997 to 2007.
Could HSTV be further and more fully incorporated into HTBI? It seems

to me, on the basis of available information, that what has happened with
HSTV and HTBI has tested the limits of the reform blueprint and the tolerance
of the political authorities. Current Chinese regulations stipulate that the
frequencies and major content production must remain 100 percent owned by
the state.11 By involving HTBI in the production of entertainment content
(e.g. reality shows and serial dramas), the definition of ‘major content’ is being
rewritten, which appears to be making the state administration uncomfortable.
Since 2003, HRTIC has been pushing to have HSTV more fully incorporated
into HTBI by injecting quality assets (i.e. content production) into the listed
company. But the project has now stalled because ‘of the difficulty of
defining “assets” to be injected into a listed company’ (Haiyan Wang, 2008).
According to Wang Sijing (2008), it is an impossible mission but, should it
succeed, in the most unlikely circumstances, HTBI would ‘become the
genuine Number 1 media stock in China’ and would ‘herald further reforms
to the Chinese system’.
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TABLE 4
Revenue weightings of HTBI businesses 2007

Major businesses of HTBI Revenue 2007

Media buying and advertisement production ¥1,871.50 million
Content (esp. dramas) production and trading ¥20.63 million
Cable TV operation ¥505.85 million
Hospitality and tourism ¥126.75million
Real estate development ¥114.29 million

Note: Based on Hunan Dianguang Chuanmei Gufen Youxian Gongsi 2007 Nian Niandu
Baogao (2007 HTBI Annual Report), which is also available on: http://stock.zjt.com.cn/
pages/articles/a/2008-04-12/311011.html

TABLE 5
Available statistics of profit growth of HTBI and HSTV

Revenue 1997 2001 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

HTBI (¥’000) 180 000 400 000 600 000 900 000 1 720 000 1 300 000 1 871 500

HSTV (¥’000) 80 000 200 000 N/A N/A 600 000 1 000 000 1 300 000
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How could HSTV have become so commercial and become so intimately
involved with a listed company in a socialist country with such strict media
control? Has it not caused any political crackdown? Discerning readers and
observers of China will surely ask these and many other questions. These
are interesting but complicated questions. If I am to address them in a
responsible manner, however, I would need to conduct further research and
write further articles. To mention only the obvious, I can say that HSTV is
an exception, an abnormality and a deviation in the Chinese mediascape.
Traditionally seen as a minnow broadcaster, based in a less influential
province, HSTV was given certain special concessions by the top national
leadership to be a one-off experiment with market capitalization for the
purpose of building up the national media defences against ever-increasing
invasion by foreign and especially hostile signals (Huang, 2006). As to the
second question, I am indeed aware of a recent spate of policy changes
and purposeful activities obviously designed to reverse the course of
development of HSTV, including a decree12 issued by the State
Administration of Radio, Film and Television in late 2007, taking effect
from 1 October in the same year. The decree clearly limited the production
of reality and participatory shows – a well-known specialization of HSTV –
to just one annually by any broadcaster and banned, among other things,
genuine live telecasts, use of atypical hosts, the broadcasting of audience
public relations gatherings and content without prior inspection and approval
by the State Administration of Radio, Film and Television.

Summary: what does this tell us about Chinese television?

An analysis of the financial and share registries of the listed companies linked
to major Chinese broadcasters featured in the case studies has confirmed some
existing observations and yielded new findings as follows:

(1) Since the influx of advertising money which has sustained its development
since 1980s, Chinese television has been further commercialized in the
last ten years as various broadcasters procure access to the capital market
and embrace commercial investment. Administrators of television at various
levels have either become government businesses or created government
businesses which operate in parallel to their political administration
hierarchy, which look after their commercial needs and activities.

(2) Companies with limited responsibilities have been set up and listed on
the stock exchange with government businesses recorded in the share
registry as the majority shareholder. Derivative businesses of the government
broadcasters (e.g. media buying/selling, management of pay-TV subscription
and theme parks) are injected into the listed companies. Especially at
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the provincial level, local government propaganda departments also have
a stake in the stock. The shareholding structure determines that the
listed companies continue to be under strict government control as well
as being a capital-raising vehicle for the government businesses.

(3) In spite of their role as source of capital, however, the listed companies
operate outside the structures and core activities of the broadcasters. The
broadcasters laterally provide the lifeline to their businesses, while they
hold on to their core assets, including transmitters, frequencies and
production of major content. As companies with limited responsibilities,
any adverse performance or any unintended changes in their stock struc-
ture are unlikely to pose any danger to the operation and fate of the
networks/broadcasters.

(4) The relationship between the broadcasters and other shareholders in the
listed company is one between the majority shareholder and minority
shareholders. Spread thin and scattered all over the place, the minority
shareholders are unlikely to have any say in the operation and fate of the
listed companies, or to have any influence over the majority shareholders.

(5) There is an exception in this new wave of commercialization and market
capitalization involving HSTV, a broadcaster with increasing national
coverage and influence in spite of its disadvantageous geographical
position. Its media selling business, as well as its brand, some of its key
staff and some of its content making activities, have been incorporated
into the core businesses of a listed company (known as Hunan TV and
Broadcast Intermediary Co. Ltd), which is more than 78 percent majority
owned by institutions and individuals not apparently related to the
broadcaster and to its government administrator. In return, the capitalized
company has contributed to financing the content production of the
broadcaster as well as to its other core activities. In short, the broadcaster
relates to the commercial company in a quite genuinely commercial
and mutually inclusive and reliant manner as a result of which it is
now possible to imagine the broadcaster being more estranged from
the government administrator. It is also possible to conceive the listed
company being taken over or merged with by other commercial
companies, even those with joint foreign interests.

(6) Comparing the three case studies, one can see three models of listed
companies relating to broadcasters. I present the three models
graphically in Figure 7, where an arrow indicates a relation of control.
CCTV tightly controls CTM; OSTV is only indirectly related to SOP as
both are under the control of SMEG; whereas HTBI incorporates and
includes most of HSTV. I would like to add that, of the three models, the
one involving OSTV and SOP is common to the regional broadcasters
and their affiliated companies listed on the stock exchange.
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Conclusion and afterthoughts

In order to appreciate the extent and impact of commercial involvement in Chinese
television, I looked into publicly available information, however limited it is, about
the share registry of media companies listed on the Chinese stock exchange and
related to television broadcasters. In this article, I decided to discuss three of the
listed companies, CTM, SOP and HTBI, which are related to CCTV, OSTV and
HSTV respectively. The discussion focused on how the listed companies related
to the major shareholders, to the market and to existing television broadcasters.
The investigation first confirmed that, as a result of commercialization,

Chinese television has generally assumed a binary structure, consisting of a
political administrative hierarchy and a business vehicle, thus becoming a
government business. The national network has become both a political machine
known as China Central Television and a media business known as China
International Television Corporation. At the provincial level, as in Shanghai and
Hunan, there are government businesses known as Shanghai Media and
Entertainment Group and Hunan Radio Television Industry Centre respectively.
In the last ten years, the government businesses have sought to be capitalized by
separating certain derivative business, including especially media selling/buying,
injecting the selected business into commercial shells and listing them in the share
market. The administrators of the three broadcasters sampled in the case studies
have had such companies listed, namely China Television Media Ltd, Shanghai
Oriental Pearl (Group) Co. Ltd, Hunan TV and Broadcast Intermediary Co. Ltd.
Another finding of the study is that, generally speaking, the relationship

between the government businesses and the listed companies is a lateral one except
in the case of HTBI in relation to HRTIC and to HSTV. Like all other listed media
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FIGURE 7
Three models of relationship between a broadcaster and an affiliated

listed company
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companies, CTM and SOP are under the direct control of government businesses
that hold the controlling share of the listed stock. On the basis of the shareholding
structure, an argument can even be made that these listed companies are not
genuine commercial entities. Furthermore, the propaganda department may also
sit on the share registry as in the case of SOP. With regard to core business, the
listed companies usually act as media sellers for the related broadcasters and as
managers of sites (e.g. theme parks). They invariably operate outside the realm of
existing broadcasters (including transmitters) and their core activities (content
production). This is apparently so that their commercial activities only facilitate
and do not interfere with the agenda of the broadcasters. In short, the broadcasters
are carefully shielded within the government business structures and are not
genuinely exposed to the capricious commercial world of the capital market.
Interestingly, structural and share registry analyses undertaken for this

study have identified a real commercial television broadcaster in communist
China, which is regionally based and yet has national reach and influence. It
is Hunan Satellite Television, which is managed by a listed company known
as Hunan TV and Broadcast Intermediary Co. Ltd. The company is 21.16
percent owned by a government business but a bigger slice of the company
(22.33%) is owned by institutional investors and an even bigger share (56.51%)
by other investors. The relation between the broadcaster and the listed company
is one of mutual integration and reliance. The everyday activities of the
broadcaster, including not only the trading of media but also content production,
have been integrated into the listed media company. It has benefited from the
financing and commercial resources of the company and in return it has
contributed substantially to the revenue of the company.
I would like to think that the genuine commercial involvement has been

responsible for those well-known and well-documented unpredictable and
even disruptive moments brought to the Chinese mediascape by HSTV. It has
motivated the broadcaster’s passion in creating alternative content, expanding
beyond its region, engaging viewers and chasing advertising revenue (Jakes,
2005; Keane et al., 2006; Lu, 2008; Zhong and Wang, 2006). It has rocketed
the regional broadcaster to the status of a national heavyweight and made it
the darling of both viewers and advertisers. It has fuelled competition
between different Chinese broadcasters (Li, 2005; Zhong, 2007). Last but not
least, it has repeatedly aroused suspicion and antagonism from CCTV and the
State Administration of Radio, Film and Television Administration.

Notes

1. The original was written in Chinese. I translated it and many other Chinese
quotations contained in this article as literally as I could into English. A webpage
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version of the editorial cited here is available on: http://finance.sina.com.cn/roll/
20081226/19085691114.shtml

2. I would have liked to cite more up-to-date information but chose to use the officially
published information available at the official webpage of CCTV at: http://www.cnad.
com/html/Article/2007/0829/20070829134458846.shtml (page updated 16 April 2007;
information retrieved 9 December 2008).

3. According to informants at CCTV, fixed assets are those owned directly by the
headquarters and different channels of CCTV but do not include intangible assets
(e.g. brand value) and assets owned by its many external corporations or commercial
arms. China Television Media Ltd, to be discussed in detail in this article, is one of
CCTV’s many commercial subsidiaries.

4. At the time the above figures were compiled, the conversion rate of Chinese
Yuan to US dollars was about ¥820 to US $100. At the time of writing, the conversion
rate is ¥683 to US $100. This information is important for readers to make sense of
the upcoming frequent referencing to revenues and relations issues.

5. The statistics cited in this paragraph in relation to HSTV are sourced from the
official webpage of the network at: http://zixun.hunantv.com/about/hunantv.html
(retrieved 10 December 2008).

6. The links to those webpages are: http://www.chinastock.com.cn/; http://finance.
sina.com.cn/stock/; http://finance.cn.yahoo.com/. I have also found the following
webpages useful in searching for financial information about Chinese listed companies:
http://www.ce.cn/xwzx/gnsz/gdxw; http://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook;
http://share.jrj.com.cn/cominfo; http://share.jrj.com.cn/cominfo/sdgd_000917.htm; http://
222.68.17.190/aboutsmg/intro.html

7. CTM was appointed the sole agent for one advertisement time slot at the end
of the daily primetime drama for both CCTV 1 (the prime channel) and CCTV 8 (the
television drama channel) in about 2000. Then in 2005, it was given the sole right to
sell advertising time for the whole of CCTV 10 (the science and education channel)
as well as for one advertisement slot at the end of the daily primetime drama on
CCTV 1. Then, in 2007, it was given the business of managing subscriptions to the
CCTV High Definition Channel, a newly launched pay-TV channel dedicated to
entertainment content.

8. The forecast, prepared by Shenyin Wanguo Security and published in Shanghai
Securities Paper on 22 August 2008, is available online at: http://www.cs.com.cn/
gppd/09/200808/t20080822_1563832.htm

9. http://zixun.hunantv.com/about/hunantv.html
10. According to financial analysts of Guotai Jun’an Securities Ltd, current

Chinese laws allow one joint venture with foreign interests (but not wholly foreign-
owned ventures) to hold up to 49% of the shares of a publicly listed media company.
11. I have not personally seen the policy (or law) in writing but many Chinese news

stories and financial analysts have made reference to it. For example, Mao Zhengrong,
an analyst of Guojin Securities who specializes in HTBI and who has studied the
possibility of HSTV injecting all its assets into HTBI, has cited the policy as the main
obstacle to the full incorporation of HSTV into HTBI. One of his recent Chinese-
language analyses, dated 23 September 2008, is available from: http://www.
p5w.net/stock/hydx/ggdp/200809/t1913517.htm
12. The decree was first published in the SCBTA webpage and was widely circu-

lated online. When I tried to retrieve the decree from the webpage on 17 October
2007, access was denied. However the decree is accessible in a range of Chinese web-
pages including that of Chinese Newsnet (http://www.sina.com.cn).
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